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On Hp>q(X,E) of Weakly 1- Complete Manifolds
By

Takeo OHSAWA*

§ I.

Introduction

This note is a continuation of the author's previous work [4].

Let

X be a complex manifold of dimension n and n: B—>X a holomorphic
line bundle. We want to know the <?-th cohomology group of X with
coefficients in the sheaf of germs of B- valued holomorphic ^-forms on X.
We denote it by

Hp'q(X,E).

X is called weakly 1- complete if there exists an exhausting C03
plurisubharmonic function <p on X.

<p is called an exhaustion function.

In [4] , we considered the case that B has a metric along the fibers
whose curvature form is positive outside a compact subset K of X, and
obtained the following theorems.
Theorem 1'.
sion n.

Let X be a weakly \-complete manifold of dimen-

Then under the above situation,
dim H'1' q (X, B)< oo

Theorem 2'.

for

q^l

.

Let X be a weakly \-complete manifold of dimen-

sion n -with an exhaustion function (p. Under the above situation, if
Xc : — {x e X; <p (x) <^c} contains K, then the restriction map

/.s* bijective for g^>l.
The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorems under
the same conditions for X and B as above.
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Theorem I.

Under the above situation, -we have

dim H p' q (X, B)< oo

for

p + g>;? .

Theorem 2. Under tlie above situation, if Xc contains K, then
the restriction map

is bijective for
The author thanks the referee for valuable advices.
§ 2.

Preliminaries

Let X be a weakly 1- complete manifold of dimension n with an exhaustion function cp and B a holomorphic line bundle over X such that
B has a metric a along the fibers whose curvature form ® (a) is positive
outside a compact subset K of X.

Let dsz be a hermitian metric on X

whose fundamental form a) is y' — 1®(«) outside a neighbourhood U of
K. Let A (t) be a C°° convex nondecr easing function on (— oo, c) , where
{°o}, and ^

the hermitian metric on Xc associated to CD +

Proposition 1. If I Jl"(£)dt=oo for some J<c, then ds\ is a
Jd
complete hermitian metric on Xc.
Proof.

Similar as Proposition 1 in [3].

We denote by Lf lfl (X c , B) the space of the square integrable Bvalued

(P, q) -forms with respect to ae~w and ds\. We denote by

(/, 00* (11/110 the inner product (the norm) in L?> 9 (X C ,B).
pressed in the form

\f\\ is ex-

f \f\ldv,.

J2T

Here dv^ denotes the volume form for ds*9 and \f\k denotes the length
of f with respect to ae~w and ds\.
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We denote the adjoint of d:Lp^~l (Xe, B) -^L?'9 (Xc, B) by 9?.

The

9 1

domain, the range, and the kernel of 9(0*) are denoted by D?' " , .Rf9,
and Nf'-'tPfi?, JRfi*"1, and N£*9) , respectively.
We denote the quotient space Np,'q/Rp,'q by
Proposition 2 ([4], Theorem (2.6)).

Hf'*(Xe,B).

#* T c =)t7 and ds\ is a

complete hermitian metric on Xc, then
dim HI >q (XP, B)< oo

for

p + q>?i .

We denote by Z/fc? (Xc, B) the space of locally square integrable Upvalued (p, q) -forms on Xc.
Lemma 1.

For any countably many elements ffl E- Z/fc? (^Tc, B) ,

/* = !, 2, • • • , there exists a C°° strictly convex increasing function A0
on (— oo, c) a;z^ a constant A>0

5«c/i ^/ia^ ^5|0 is complete, ||/A]U0

<oo /or every A a;7^ A||/||0^||/|U0 /or every f^L^(Xc, B) .
Proof.

Similar as Lemma 2.4 in [4] .

We denote by C?'5(XC, B) the space of C°° B-valued (p, q) -forms on
X"c with compact support. We denote by $A the formal adjoint of 0 :Cf'9 (Xc,
B)->C?'« +1 (Xc,B) with respect to the metrics dsl and a^~ A( ^.
Proposition 3 (cf. [5], Theorem 1.1). If ds\ is complete, then
i) Cf' 9 (X"c, B) z's dense in the space
/2 respect to the graph nori)i of 0
ii)

Cf' 9 (Zc, B) « rfew^e zw ^/z

respect to the graph norm of ^.
In what follows let A be a C°° strictly convex increasing function
on ( — oo,^) satisfying I ^ I" (t) dt = oo for some d<^c. Let {^} (/^ —
Jd
1,2, • • • ) be a sequence of C°° convex increasing functions on R such that
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poo

Jk"n(t)dt=oo and for every c'<^c and every nonnegative integer

Jo

lim
Here A£° (0 (A (v) (f))
Lemma 2.

sup ^ |Af ( 0 - A W ( 0 ! = 0 .
denotes the y-th derivative of A^ (i

Le£ AA &<? as above.

If p + q>n

and

then there exists a constant C0 such that for every ju,
f

JX-X&

Proof.

l/ll^<Co{||9/|IUII^/lll
+ JXa
f \f\ldv
(

Similar as Lemma 3.3 in [4] .

Proposition 4.

Let A and hff be as above, P + q^>n, and

XcIlU.

Assume that there exists a constant C^>0 such that for every /j. and
/eLf; g (^B) we have il/I^JU^CJ/H^, then there exists a constant
and an integer JUQ such that for every jU^>jUQ we have

for any f<= Df? 0 D^% satisfying
Proof.
{I,}

(/|,., g), = 0 for gre N^D ATfe*.

If the proposition is false, then choosing a subsequence of

if necessary, we may assume that there exists a sequence ff

eLT;«(X,B)

C« = l,2, -)

such that

(i)
(2)
(3)

(/, I ^ flr) , = 0 for anyfire JVf •«

(5)

By (2) and the assumption U/JxJ^Q/Jz,, we have ll/Jx.ll^Q.
Thus there exists a subsequence of {fe\xc}
q

L%' (Xc, B) .

which has a weak limit f

in

Since the coefficients of $j converge uniformly on every
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to the coefficients of $A, by (4) we have $*/— 0.

Since ds\

is complete, we have 0* — $A by Proposition 3. Hence we obtain dff=Q.
By (3) we have 9/=0. On the other hand, by (2), (3), (4), and
Lemma 2, for every /jt,
^\f\\fdvlf>l/Ct-2/tf,
hence

f

J%

for some constant Co and df<c.
for any 0e W f ' f l JVft?.

Thus /=£0. But by (5)

(/, (7)^ = 0

This is a contradiction.

Q.E.D.

Let Hi (/ = !, 2) be Hilbert spaces. For a densely defined closed
linear operator T: H^^—^Hz, we denote by 71* the adjoint of T and by
DT, RT and NT(DT<, RT* and A^r,) the domain, the range and the kernel
of T(T*), respectively.
Proposition 5 (cf. [1], Theorem 1.1.4).
Hilbert spaces, S(T) a densely defined
HZ(H^)

Let Ht (z' = l, 2, 3) 6e

closed linear operator from

to HZ(H^) , satisfying S°T=Q, and F a closed linear sub space

of Hz containing RT.

Assume that the folloiuing estimate holds for

some constant C>0.
iiL

for every

f^DT.t\D^F.

Here \\ \\t (z = l, 2, 3) denote the norms of Ht.
(I)

for every u&F satisfying

Then

5^ — 0, there exists v&DT such

that Tv — u,
(II)

RT, is closed in Hl and for

every n^RT, iherc exists

veDr* such that T*v = u and \\v\\z^C \\u\\,.
Proposition 6.

Let & and ^ be as above, p-\-q>ji, and

Assume that there exists a constant Ci>0 such that for every /t,
z = 0, 1, and «6Lf;« T i (X,fi),
every f^L^(X,,

we have ^x^^C^u^.

B) satisfying 9/=0, and for every s>0,
/eLf;J(X,B) satisfying 9/=0

Then, for
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Proof.

for

Let g be an element of Lf'*CX"c, B) such that (g, /!*.)* = 0

any /<E L?;g (X", B)

(# = 1,2, • • • ) satisfying 9/ = 0.

If we prove

a

(g,/)A = 0 for any /eL?' (Xc, B) satisfying df=Q, then the proposition
follows from the Hahn-Banach's theorem.
Let zj e Lf^fl (X, B) .

From the assumption we have

Hence (g, • !^c) A is a continuous linear functional on L^q (X, B)
norm is not greater than C^lg^.
there

5

exists gft e Lf; (X, B)

= (g,u\zji

its

From the Riesz representation theorem

such
9

and

that

for every w e L?; (X, B) .

HgJ^QUgH,

and

(gfl,u)if

Clearly grA = 0 on X-XC and

||(7jjrJji^C'i||{7||,i. On the other hand by the assumption we have (gff\xe, v) x
~> (Q> ^)A(#- > °°) for every v^ ClA (XC9 B) .
9

weakly to g in Lf' (Xe, B) .

Therefore gM Xc converges

Since g^ is orthogonal to ^Vf;5? QM is con-

tained in the closure of R*'*. Hence by Proposition 4, and Proposition
5, (II) there exist C>0

and w# e Lf;5+1 (X, B) for any /j such that

l|w>J^C||<7j,, and df^^g,.

We have IN.kH^QH^II^C. C?||g||,.

Hence a subsequence of {wjjrj converges weakly in Z/J|5+1 (-X"c, B) .

Let

the weak limit be TX\ By Proposition 3> we obtain df'w = g.
Therefore for every h^N%>q we have (g, K) *= (dfiv, K) i= (tv9dfi) ^
-0.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Let ceR and ^ (# = 1, 2, • • • ) , A ^^ #s above. Assume
that dtp is nowhere zero on the boundary of Xc and there exists a
constant C2^>1 such that for every £>0, there exists an integer /jt0
so that the folio-wing inequalities are satisfied for c — s<^t<^c and

(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
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(11)

<rim/M' (*) ^C^-^WM; (0,

(12)

e-'('V"r

(0 ^C^-^w/l'; (0 .

Then there exists a constant Cs such that, for

Proof.
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every ,". and f

We choose cf satisfying c'' <^c so that d<p is nowhere zero

on XC — XC'.

Let x£=Xc — Xc, be any point.

We choose a basis ((T1? • • • ,

(T7?) of the holomorphic cotangent space of X at x so that (ffl9

• • - , (Jn) is

2

orthonormal with respect to the original metric ds and satisfies the following conditions (14) and (15).
d9\x = rfl6i

(14)

(15)
Here "/?^>0? ^i^O, "^t^>0 for 2<^i<^l, and ^eC.
Z-fl.

We set ^^ — 0 for z^>

Note that, by hypothesis, there exists yQ^>0, which is independent

of x, satisfying
We have
(16)

ds

))(

^

• ^ -f

Since (p is plurisubharmonic, we have
|2Re (?}«!»,) I ^2?,| « t j f + — ^ l ^ i i 2 , for any
Hence we have

(17)

8

<=1

2 *=2

Therefore we obtain

(18)

( (1 + k"f (<p (x) ) f -(2n-

3) A; (^ (x) ) %) a, • ff,
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^ ( (1 + ft (cp (x) ) ) f + (2n - 3) A; dp (x) ) ?0 ff, • Sl
ffi \

2

We set

(19)

S, = ]
t:

and

(20)

5 =|

where
! = 1 + A£ (^ (x) ) '/f + A^ (<? (x) ) ^]
t — 1 + A^ (<£> (x) ) ?? f , for

(21)

?i= 1 -f- A' (<^(^-))^i

for

2<zi<^n .

First we compare ^5? |j. (^5^j.T) with -S^ (with /S). We choose cr
in advance sufficiently close to c so that

By the assumption, there exists an integer fa such that the inequalities
(6) to (12) are satisfied with s = c — c', cf <^t<^c, and A>/^0-

Hence, by

(6), (18), and (22), we have
(23)

—Sp^dsl^ x^SSp ,

for

/1^>/1$.

Similar 1 y as above, we have

(24)

—S<dsl\,<ZS.
O

Let (r^j, •••,r^ / l ) be a basis of the holomorphic cotangent space of X
at x such that
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(25)
and

(26)
1=1

By (24), we have
(27)

y<r,i<3,

for /J>// 0 .

We put

(28)

Vf

Then we have

(29)

dvlf ,= (n rftwf= (n r*) (n •
i=l

i= l

i=l

Let /eCr(X,B). We put
(30)

/|»= ^

<(

Here fil...ipjl...jq^'B\x.
kftW

to ae~
/OT\

^OIJ

and 5^.

Let |/U|^ denote the length of f\x
By (19), we have

| f\

\'2

l/ljcU,,—

V1

Z^

L/*i —< » / i — / o U / i

*—^~—-—

On the other hand, if we set

(32)

/|,= V] /.v.-vvii<-<ip
J!<-<J«

we have

(33)

1/1.1!, =

(np r,o (n«
a=l

Therefore, in virtue of (27), we have

(34)

l/U^kS"'-'. 2

iA

/? = !

•

with respect
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|2

P
P

>i<-<X cnn £,o cn •
? ^VTrp-y

*

,

for

a=l

Combining (27), (29) and (34), we have
(35)

\f\\fdvif\t
for

Similarly as above, we have
(36)

\f\\dv A,
n

HA
a=l

/8=1

By (9) and (10), we have
(37)

f^i^Cif*,

for

l<zi<n and ^>/^ 0 .

Therefore we obtain
(38)

^—^-^

(n^ocnw
^-i

^

.

for

On the other hand, by (8), (11) and (12),
(39)

de-W"^,^-^™^*,

whence

(40)

cj E l/«,..i,/I.../fl
*!<-<*p

for
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Combining (35), (36), (38) and (40), we obtain

>\f\*dvi\X9

for

Since jc&Xc — XC' was arbitrary, we have
(42)

3 «(^. + .) C jH-« + -

f
JX

e

— Xcf

\f\\fdvlf

£ JJT
f ~AV \f\ldvi,
C

for /€=Lf;<(X,B), if
On the other hand, since Xc> is relatively compact in Xc, dsl^ and
fl((p}
de~^
converge to ds\ and ae~*(v>)9 respectively, uniformly on Xc*.
Therefore, there is a constant C' such that for any fj£>l and /e Lf;9 (X, B) ,
(43)

C' f l/IJ^v^ f |/|y Wi .
Jjc/
Jxc^

Combining (42) with (43), we have
(44)

f \f\\dv^C'* f |/|!^,.,
Jxc

JJTc

for #:>#0, where C/ -max{32(^9 r T I ) Cf + « + n , C'}. Since Xc is relatively
compact in X, there is a constant C3 such that C3>C3' and

(45)

\f\\^

C,' f
\}X c

for I<;/J<:A> and /eLf; 9 (X, B).

(46)

Thus we obtain

11/lTjJ^C.H/ll!,,

for any ft and /eL?;9(X, B) .

§ 3.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1

Let ATfe«(X c ,B) (-Rfrf (Xc, B) ) be the subspace of Lfc« (Xc, B) consisting of the 0- closed (d- exact) forms. When Uc is a domain of holo-
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morphy in Cn, we have N& (Uc, B) = R&« (Uc, B) (cf. Theorem 4.2.5
in [2]).

Therefore by a standard argument we have Hp'q(Xc, B) ~N&*

(Xc, B)/JRfc« (Xc, B) (cf. Theorem 7. 4. 1 in [2]).
Theorem 1 immediately follows from Proposition 2 and Lemma 1,
combined with the above expression of H p> q (Xc, B) .
and /^eEJVfc 5 (X,B) (/£ = !, 2, • • • ) •

In fact, let p-\~q^>n

By Lemma 1, there exists a C°°

strictly convex increasing function A0 on R such that / A eLf o >9 (X, B) for
any /*. Therefore by Proposition 2, there exists g e Z/f;9"1 (X, B) such
that dg is a nontrivial linear combination of f#.

Hence Hp'q(X, B) can-

not be infinite dimensional.
§ 4,

Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2

Let p-\-q>n and XdI^U (WeR) . We assume that ^

is nowhere

zero on the boundary of Xd.

We set
A (X> = -2;? log

(d-f)

and

- d- l/2/ji) - 4n log 2// , for

for /J = l, 2, • • • .
/^oo

Let r(0

be a C°° convex increasing function such that

_

I VT" (t) dt
Jo

= oo and the inclusion map

is surjective (cf. §3). We may assume that r(t) =0 on (~oo^

We set

Here % is a nonnegative C°° function with compact support satisfying

r

J-o

For every // and k there exists r A t f c eR such that
A;/*(0=r//(0

for ^r, f c .
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Therefore I VA" k(t) dt=oo and the inclusion maps
Jo

are surjective.
We have
T

Jd

Since A^ (t) —>/$° (t)

(&— >oo) for every ft and y, uniformly on (—

there exists a sequence {&«} of positive integers such that A A i f c j u C&
•••) and A satisfy the requirements (6) to (10) in Lemma 3.

Let

Then

and

Therefore we ma 3^ assume that Xfttkft
Lemma 3.

and X satisfy also (11) and (12) in

We set k,{ = &/(,k/t.

By Lemma 3, A and ^ satisfy the requirement in Proposition 4 and
Proposition 6.

Since Hi

>q

(Xa, B) is finite dimensional (cf. Proposition 2) ,

from Proposition 6 we obtain the surjectivity of the restriction map

On the other hand from Proposition 4, it follows that there exists
such that the restriction map

is injective if
Observing the following diagram
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we have the surjectivity of p^, since cft and pdtX are surjective. Since pS
is injective for /*>#<,, it follows that p£ is bijective for #>#<,» whence
£A is bijective for

jU^>/JQ.

Hence p<^ is bijective.
c

pq

Therefore, for every c^>d, the restriction

q

map p a^:H ' (XC9 B) -*H%> (Xd, B) is bijective. Thus, the restriction map
fc:H»'(X,B)

-> H*«CX;,B)

is bijective, since pd,i°pc = Pd.ii.
By Sard's theorem, for any Xc such that XC1^U', there exists ^Q
such that ^

is nowhere zero on the boundary of Xd and

Xc^)XdI3U.

Since C7 can be chosen arbitrarily close to K, pc is bijective for every
c<=R satisfying XC^K.

Q.E.D.
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